Beans And Pie

Dean and Jean like to eat.  
Dean likes beans.  
Jean likes pie.  
Every day, Dean eats beans.  
Jean eats some pie.  
One day, Jean and Dean come home.  
Dean does not find beans on his plate.  
Jean’s plate does not have pie.  
The meal is rice, peas, and meat!  
At first, they say, “No, thanks.”  
But then Jean takes a bite of meat.  
Jean says, “Hmmm.”  
So Dean takes a bite of rice and peas.  
“Yum,” he says.  
Dean looks at Jean.  
Jean looks at Dean.  
“We like rice, peas, and meat,” they say.  
After that, they still eat beans and pie.  
But they eat rice, peas, and meat too.  
They even eat grapes and toast and much more!